
Remembering 
Baghdad

The Iraqi city of Baghdad during its 1930s musical heyday is  
the focus of a new audio-visual project. Robin Denselow  
speaks to the creator of The Wolf of Baghdad, Carol Isaacs

Carol Isaacs is a versatile lady. She’s a successful 
session musician who has worked with Sinéad 
O’Connor, Natacha Atlas, Indigo Girls and many 
more. She’s a bandleader and the founder of the 

London Klezmer Quartet. She’s a graphic artist and cartoonist 
whose work has appeared in The New Yorker. And now 
she has combined those skills in a highly personal multi-
media history project that is being released as a book, a CD, 
and what she calls a “motion comic” that features music 
combined with graphic illustrations. It will be performed at 
the Songlines Encounters Festival at the end of May.

The Wolf of Baghdad: A Memoir of a Lost Homeland tells the 
story of her own family, and that of the once-vibrant Jewish 
community in Iraq. For over 2,500 years the community 
thrived, living peacefully alongside their Muslim neighbours 

and playing an important role in Iraq’s cultural life. Two of 
Iraq’s most successful singer-songwriters of the last century 
were the Jewish Al-Kuwaiti Brothers, Daoud and Saleh, who 
became massively popular across the Arab world during the 
1930s (see feature on Dudu Tassa in #144). The influence of 
the Nazis across the region helped to change all that, leading 
to the 1941 pogrom, the Farhud, in which many Baghdadi 
Jews were killed and their belongings destroyed, though 
others were protected by their Muslim neighbours. Hostility 
intensified after the creation of Israel in 1948 and the Arab-
Israeli war that followed, and the vast majority of the Jewish 
population decided to leave – though by doing so they had to 
give up their Iraqi citizenship and abandon their property.

Isaacs’ parents, Isaac and Claire, were among those who left, 
though they only met when they had both reached London. 

Growing up, she remembers they 
“talked about the good times and not 
the bad times, the customs we had and 

the people they knew. But my family was all about fitting in – 
‘we’re British now, no looking back’ – and my father worked 
in the city and wore a pin-striped suit.” So they never played 
Iraqi music at home. “It was Beethoven and classical music for 
me all from the age of four – I didn’t know there was any other 
kind of music until I was at school and punk came along.”

A classically-trained pianist, she began playing electric 
piano and Farfisa in a punk band, Dog Days, then in a jazz-
funk band, and then began life as “a jobbing session musician. 
You just do what you do. I played with Latin Quarter, Squeeze, 
Boy George… whatever comes. I worked with Sinéad for ten 
years, and with Indigo Girls for 20 years now. We just did an 
album together and we are touring it this year.”

Isaacs may have been “playing pop music all my life,” but 
global influences have become increasingly important. She 
was appearing at WOMAD with Ghostland when she heard 
“this exotic band – and I thought ‘what the hell is that? This 
sounds Oriental!” It turned out to be the Polish band Kroke, 
who include a hefty dose of klezmer in their musical mix, 
and so, says Isaacs, “I followed the thread and ended up by 
founding a klezmer band, The London Klezmer Quartet, 
We’ve been together ten years now.” And as for the initial 
appeal of the Jewish music of Eastern Europe? “I can analyse 
it now. There’s one mode in klezmer called freygish, which 
has its counterpart in Arabic maqams – so that’s probably 
what got my ear, some vague memory of hearing that scale 
in our synagogue when we had an Iraqi cantor come to sing.”

After being introduced to the Iraqi oud player Ahmed 
Mukhtar, she moved on to explore Iraqi music, playing 
with his Baghdad Ensemble, “and he introduced me to the 
world of maqam scales and modes.” Isaacs was becoming 

increasingly 
interested in the 
religious and secular 
songs of her parents’ 
original homeland, 
but the starting 
point for The Wolf of 
Baghdad project was 
not music but her 
artwork. She started 
putting together a 
portfolio on a “very 
long tour across 

America with 
Indigo Girls, 
sitting on a tour bus for 
hours, or in hotel rooms. It was 
all done digitally, drawing on a 
laptop or tablet screen – it was the 
first time I had done anything like that.” The project features 
well over 100 of her drawings, which tell the story of her 
imagined return to the old Baghdad, where she meets ghost-
like figures who are long-lost family members, and witnesses 
the Jewish community’s tragic change of fortune. Helped 
by Arts Council funding for research, she “tried to be as 
accurate as possible,” searching out pictures of old Baghdadi 
Jewish houses. A teenage student in the city, whom she met 
on Facebook, sent her pictures of the old Jewish quarter and 
market, which are “now very run-down, but you can see the 
old balconies and narrow streets.” 

The soundtrack features a band in which Isaacs plays 
accordion, joined on vocals and cümbüs (Turkish banjo) by 
Daniel Jonas (from Ladino band Los Desterrados), oud player 
Keith Clouston, Iraqi Jewish percussionist Sass Hoory and 
jazz cellist Shirley Smart, along with qanun and ney (flute). 
They are called 3yin (pronounced ‘Ayin’) “because that’s what 
Daniel wanted. It’s the guttural ‘ah’ in Arabic,” explains Isaacs.

She and Jonas picked the repertoire, which, of course, 
includes songs by the Al-Kuwaiti brothers, along with Iraqi 
folk tunes and Judeo-Arabic religious music. Matched against 
Isaacs’ artwork, which starts with dark images, moves into 
colour and ends in darkness, it provides an atmospheric, 
subtle and poignant picture of life in the old Baghdad. The 
joyful times are reflected by the Al-Kuwaitis’ tea-drinking song 
‘Khadri El Chai’, “which every Iraqi knows,” while the pogrom 
is represented by images of a swastika and a brooding, 
threatening treatment of the Al-Kuwaitis’ ‘Al Effendi,’ followed 
by the prayer ‘Hon Tahon,’ powerfully sung by Jonas. But what 
of the wolf that features in the titles and appears in many of 
Isaacs’ drawings? During her research she found that many 
Baghdadi Jews believed that “if you keep a wolf in your cellar 
it will protect you from evil spirits… and my mother used a 
wolf ’s tooth as an amulet. She would pin it to my crib.”   

+  DATE The Wolf of Baghdad will be performed at Songlines 
Encounters Festival at Kings Place in London on May 31,  
see p24 or www.kingsplace.co.uk for details

+  MORE The Wolf of Baghdad book is published by Myriad 
Editions, and the CD and DVD is released on Ethnomusic 
Records and will be reviewed in the next issue
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